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APPLICATIONS FOR AWC MEMBERSHIP

COMMENTS regarding applicants may be sent to
AWC Membership Chair —
Kay Nierengarten
5654 Chalstrom Dr.
Saginaw, MN 55779
or emailed to:
kay@northwindcatalog.com

WELCOME NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Allyn Bouchet, Wilsonville, Alabama; Best
Pets Dog Training, The Plains, Ohio; Syl
Rozny, Madison Heights, Michigan
WELCOME BACK:
William Dvorak, Austin, Texas; Wiebke
Heron, Oxford Station, Ontario; Carol Howley, Auburn, Washington; Karen Mlynar,
Akron, Ohio
LAST ISSUE, TIME TO RENEW
Katie Asling, Ray Barwick, Helen Dalton,
Nancy DeChant, Brian Doherty, Robert
Genderman, Virginia Hopkins, Marianne
Klinkowski, Johnston McLeod, Kathy Mittler, Meagan Schertzer, Mary Lynn Sobun,
Shinji Tokoro, Shawn Westbrook Cathy
York
Dear Readers,
Heads up to AWC members: the 2011 dues notice
is on page 18 in this issue and it is the only notice you
will receive. Don’t forget to send in your dues by January 1st. — This issue includes a lovely article written by
Magnus Hagstedt and reprinted from a recent issue of
the beautiful Swedish magazine WhippetBladet. He tells
about his journey through life with Whippets and there
are wonderful pictures and it is altogether charming!
Thank you to Eva Engvall for finding and translating the
article so we can all enjoy it. — The Best of Wishes to
all of you who celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday that
is almost upon us, and I know we’ll all be especially
thankful for the Whippets that share our lives

National Show Chair Cindy Scott
719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Eastern Harriett Lee 434-295-4525
hnl4c@virginia.edu
Midwest Pat Richey 330-735-2486
sprichey@yahoo.com
N. Central David Samuelson
651-454- 4174 SamuelsonD@aol.com
S. Central Kathy Rasmussen
913-681-8929 harmonywhippets@aol.com
Southern David Howton 770-345-2120
DRWhippet@aol.com
Western Pam Magette, 562-598-8717
pmagette@solariswhippets.com

AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC 2011 National Specialty, 4/2/12—4/9/11
Lexington, Kentucky, Breed Judge Harriett Nash Lee
(Winsmith) http://www.awc2011.com
AWC Support Sunday, December 12, 2010 in
Winston-Salem, NC for the Christmas Classic Cluster.
Breed Judge Paula Nykiel, Sweeps Judge Calvin G.
Perry. Friday Breed Judge Donald Gill, Saturday
Breed Judge Marilyn Spacht
OTHER WHIPPET EVENTS
Greater Chicago Whippet Club Specialty Saturday, November 27, Crete, IL. Breed Denise Tatro,
Puppy & Veteran Sweeps Gail Wegner.
GCWC Support Sunday, Breed Harold "Red" Tatro
(no sweeps). Superintendent Roy Jones. Show
Chairs Shelley Kruger & Lisa Costello.
Greater San Diego Whippet Association Designated Specialty within the Inland Empire Hound Club
of Southern California Show, Friday, January 7,
2011, Empire Polo Grounds, Indio, CA. Sweeps
Judge - Mary Dukes (DELACREME) Breed Judge
Kathy Forbes (SKYLINE Beagles). Kennel Club of
Palm Springs shows follow: Saturday, Breed Judge
Robert L. Robinson; Sunday, Breed Judge Donna
Francis

AWC Board of Directors
President Russ McFadden...505-753-6782 rlmcfadden@valornet.com
Vice President Connie Brunkow...217-431-8972 cbrunkow@dacc.edu
Secretary Cindy Scott…719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Treasurer David Samuelson...651-454-4174 samuelsond@aol.com
Board Members:
Lisa Costello...815-695-1930 mtncow@earthlink.net
Henry Heil...619-445-1777 henry@maverickranch.net
Christine Hopperstad...206-322-5872 cah@gte.net
Donna Lynch...508-636-0705 ddlhamrya@aol.com
Kay Nierengarten…218-729-8003 kay@northwindcatalog.com
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President’s Message
By now all of you should have received your
copy of the proposed AWC By-Laws changes. So far,
only one member has sent in any comment on the rewriting of this document that is the defining text by
which the club is governed. Perhaps more surprising to
me is that the two AWC members who have indicated
to the Nominating Committee that they would like to
have their names considered for inclusion on the committee’s slate for the Board of Directors Class of 2014
have, thus far, not given the current Board any feedback regarding the proposed changes. It is my belief
that members of the Board should have a good working
knowledge of the By-Laws so I would hope any prospective Board members would take the time to at least
acquaint themselves with the document.
The Meet the Breeds that will be held in conjunction with the AKC/Eukanuba National Championship
show on December 4 and 5, 2010, will be the last one
held in Long Beach, California. The plan is that the
show and presumably the Meet the Breeds event will
both move to Florida in 2011. Rachel Amado has once
again volunteered to take the helm for coordinating the
Whippet booth at this event so if you can volunteer
time to help in any way, please contact her at Rachel@MaverickRanch.net.
I heard what I think is a rather unfortunate
story about poor sportsmanship the other day. It seems
that a person new to Whippets and new to the dog
show world in general felt it necessary to take some
rather mean and hurtful comments to her FaceBook
page. Her Whippet had won its class the first two days
of a three day circuit and then didn’t even place the
third day. Apparently this prompted a posting accusing
the judge of being a crook and the handlers/owners on
that day winning with inferior animals because of the
judge being a crook. What has happened to good
sportsmanship? Being new to showing dogs or not this
kind of attitude is truly sad. What is even worse, in my
opinion, is the fact that so many people think it is okay
to say whatever they want on an email list or a social
network without any concern or regard for anyone else.
When did the word “civility” drop out of the English language?
Dues notices are out – be sure to pay them on
time. The deadline for being able to vote in the Board
of Directors election is January 1, 2011.
Take care, be safe and have fun with your
Whippets.
Russell

SECRETARY’S REPORT

VERSATILITY AWARDS FOR 2010

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Per Article IV Section 4, the nominating committee consists of Board member Henry Heil,
Mary Downing and Irene Mullauer. The slate of
candidates will be mailed to all AWC members
between January 1 and January 15, 2011.

The American Whippet Club Award of Versatility is
given yearly to our most versatile Whippets. Dogs
must have significant accomplishments in a number
of different sports including a Companion Dog (CD)
title and points from either lure coursing or racing.

SHOW CHAIR REPORT

2011 NATIONAL
The December issue of Whippet News will have
all forms available for the National and will give
instructions on using PayPal to pay for your
purchases.
The two field trials will be held at the Madison
County Fairgrounds not far from the host hotel
and will have RV hookups available for $25 per
night. The entire field is fenced and we have
permission to keep the gate closed and they
have REAL bathrooms, not Porta Potties, yeah!
Both the AKC and ASFA trials will be held on
this field the weekend prior to the National,
April 2nd and 3rd.

I can’t think of a more important and significant
award for our breed. These dogs have skills at racing
or coursing, obedience, and another sport (agility,
tracking, conformation, or flyball.) These fine examples of our breed show that Whippets can do it all! If
you have been involved in multiple sports with your
dog and are interesting in seeing if you qualify for a
versatility award, check the AWC web site
(www.americanwhippetclub.net) or contact John Heffernan by phone (413-369-4399) or by email
(johnheffernan@verizon.net).
Applications are due on February 18, 2011. Awards
are presented at the National Specialty Banquet in the
form of a large rosette and a certificate.
The rules and the application may be found at: http://
www.americanwhippetclub.net/awcpages/
whipversatile.html

Cindy

WHIPPET HEALTH
FOUNDATION
Thank you to our recent donors —
Denise Sisneroz $25.00
Mary Baer $200.00
Nawazish Chaudhary $25.00
Adanna Dennis $15.00
Cranston Swinton $6.26
All State Giving -- matching
amount $36.94
Joanne Bohl $25.00 in memory of
"Abby" Ch. Summit Moonlight Serenade
A donation of $215.00 from a raffle
held at a Continental Whippet Alliance race meet hosted by PDQ at Arthur's Acres in Milwaukee on October
9th. "Thank you to our generous race
meet participants and visitors who
bought raffle tickets. The raffle items
were generously donated by Jennifer
Smith, Mary Beth Arthur, Peggy Berg,
and Karen and Rob Hutchinson."

AWC Top Twenty
January 1 to October 18, 2010
Listed in alphabetical order
Ch. Andauer Porsche Carrera GT
GCh. Ch. Bohem Bianca Of Jubilee
GCh. Ch. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem
GCh. Ch. Cove Creek Minuette
GCh. Ch. Emerald’s A Thief In The Night JC
GCh. Ch. Harmony’s Van Gogh
GCh. Ch. Kamada’s Happy Hour
GCh. Ch. Kamada’s Instant Millioniare
GCh. Ch. Karasar’s Par Excellence
GCh. Ch. Krislyn Debmar Buckle Bunny
GCh. Ch. Nysa Hill Serendipity
Ch. Oxford Sunbeam Sleepless In Seattle
GCh. Ch. Runner’s Call To Arms
GCh. Ch. Snow Cap’s Patent Leather
Ch. Snow Hill Onyx at Stoneledge SC
GCh. Ch. Sonsteby’s In A Pickle
GCh. Ch. Sporting Fields Bahama Sands*
Ch. Sporting Fields Tiger Lily
GCh. Ch. Starline’s Chanel
GCh. Ch. Windborn N Oxford Twilight At Starline
GCh. Ch. Winway Redford With A Splash
* Past winner/ineligible
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As the Whippet Cardiac Health Project enters its 6th
year, we are looking forward to seeing many old friends in
Lexington in 2011 for the Whippet National Specialty. At
that show, we will be rechecking dogs already on the study,
and performing routine cardiac screening examinations for
interested owners of non-study dogs. As we move forward
with the study, I am occasionally contacted by concerned
owners regarding the current recommendations regarding
cardiac screening examinations.
Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Whippet
Cardiac Health and Cardiac Screening Examinations
1. How many dogs have been studied so far? Are you
still adding dogs to the study?
Overall, 215 individual dogs have been enrolled since 2005 of these, approximately 40% have been studied more than
once, with a few dogs studied every year since 2005. At this
point, the study is focusing on animals already enrolled in
order to document the changes in their cardiac condition
over time. Preliminary studies indicated that the mitral valve
changes appear to progress slowly in most dogs, so the
study went to an "every other year" format in 2008. While
we are dedicated to performing "routine" cardiac screening
examinations at the shows we attend, we are not enrolling
additional study dogs at this time.
2. Many of my whippets have had heart murmurs and
lived to an old age. Why should I be concerned about
any of my whippets having a heart murmur?
Heart murmurs (audible sounds of blood flow within the
heart) have been detected in up to approximately 90% of
normal whippets in our study. Heart murmurs may reflect
normal blood flow through the heart (referred to as
"innocent", "athletic" or "ejection" murmurs) or may indicate
that abnormal flow is present due to cardiac abnormalities.
Ejection murmurs are common in healthy whippets and do
not indicate that cardiac abnormalities are present. Many
healthy dogs that have "heart murmurs" likely have ejection
murmurs and therefore, do not have cardiac abnormalities
that affect their health or breeding status.
Mitral valve insufficiency (MVI, a leaky mitral valve due to
degenerative changes of the mitral valve) has been identified
as the most common acquired cardiac disease in whippets. It
is unclear at this time whether a "tendency" to develop this
problem at an earlier than usual age is an inherited characteristic. Many whippets have some amount of valvular insufficiency by the time they are about 7 years of age, but most
of these dogs will live a lifespan limited by diseases other
than heart disease. Because ejection murmurs and MVI
murmurs may be difficult to tell apart on auscultation alone,
and because outward symptoms of abnormal cardiac function (cough, difficulty breathing, fatigue) are absent until late
in the disease in many affected dogs, echocardiography
(ultrasound imaging of the heart) is an important part of cardiac screening in breeding animals to identify the source of
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any detected murmur.
3. What are the present recommendations for cardiac screening exams? Will these recommendations change in the future?
We suggest cardiac screening for any breeding animal
with a heart murmur in order to detect MVI occurring at
ages prior to middle age, or to confirm that a murmur is
an ejection murmur rather than MVI. Specifically, we
suggest that all breeding animals be ausculted and that
dogs with heart murmurs have an echocardiogram performed to ascertain the source of the murmur. Animals
without detectable murmurs by auscultation can be
"cleared" without an echo, similar to what is done with
Cavalier King Charles spaniels. We typically recommend
that dogs begin be screened for heart murmurs beginning at about 1 year of age, and are examined yearly
until they are no longer used for breeding. These guidelines were developed to detect MVI in breeding animals
and are based on current information; the guidelines
may change based on new knowledge acquired over
time.
4. The person who performed an echocardiogram
on my dog said that his aortic velocity was in a
"questionable" or "gray" zone and that he could
not be sure that my dog does not have mild aortic
stenosis. Is aortic stenosis a problem in whippets?
Diagnosis of aortic stenosis (a congenital narrowing of
the aortic valve) is based on observation of anatomic
abnormalities and on the peak velocity of the aortic outflow. No healthy dogs with congenital aortic stenosis
were detected in our study screening and aortic stenosis
is not recognized as a common problem in whippets.
However, the range of aortic outflow velocities in normal
whippets may extend to higher values than in other
breeds of dogs, and some normal whippets' aortic outflow velocities may fall into a range that would be of
concern in other breeds. Our current recommendation is
that the aortic outflow velocity of whippets undergoing
clearance examinations be obtained from a subcostal
view (the view used is crucial to interpreting the velocity). From this view, aortic outflow velocities up to 2.2
m/sec are likely normal in healthy whippets, and any dog
with higher velocities should be carefully imaged for
other evidence of aortic stenosis before this diagnosis is
made.
The Whippet Cardiac Health Project will be at the National Specialty in Lexington in April 2011. We look forward to seeing you there!
Rebecca L. Stepien DVM, DACVIM (Cardiology)
Whippet Cardiac Health Project

Getting to know Magnus Hagstedt
Signum Whippets, Stockholm, Sweden
www.signumwhippet.com

Magnus is our ability to discuss dogs and agree 99% of
the time. I am jealous I can't produce such consistency in
such a small breeding program.”

The Swedish magazine “Whippet Bladet was started by Bo
Bengtson in 1976 and is a very informative and attractive
newsletter. It has a regular feature called “Stafettbenet” –
in translation “relay baton/bone”, in which a breeder tells
her/his story and then transfers the opportunity to another breeder of choice. In the autumn 2010 issue, Nenne
Runsten (Airescot) has handed off the bone to Magnus
Hagstedt (Signum). Here is Magnus’ story (translated by
Eva Engvall):

Magnus breeds Whippets (together with Roger Wiklund)
with the kennel name Signum and the motto “A Whippet
For Every Reason”. He may be best known in the US for
judging the 2009 Whippet National in Atlanta and for
judging various AWC specialties over the years, most notably the AWC Eastern in 1986 and 1999. He has judged
all over Europe and at major shows in Canada and Australia, and will be judging Whippets at Crufts in 2011. He
was a founding member of the Swedish Whippet Club in
1976 and has held different positions in the club since
then. He was in charge of the program of the International Whippet Congress in Sweden in 2008. Magnus is a
journalist and editor at a publishing company in Stockholm.
Iva Kimmelman, Merci Isle Whippets, is a long-term
friend of Magnus. She writes: “I met Magnus through Bo
Bengtson in California at the Santa Barbara KC show
around 1980. It began as a casual encounter over Whippetbladet issues (which he brought), and all the photos
that I was wild over; I fell in love with the breed type of
the Swedish Whippets. Our friendship endured over the
years, due to our mutual philosophy about dog husbandry, pedigrees, vision, etc. and resulted in my sending CH. Merci Isle Whisper To A Purr to Magnus and
Nenne Runsten in the late 80's. “Kittre” was a littermate
to the 1993 AWC National winner Ch. Merci Isle Meridian,
ROMX. The key factor in my fondness and admiration for

Suddenly, there it was – the dog with capital D. I never
needed to consider, but knew immediately that I wanted
one like that. I remember it like yesterday, when I was at
the Swedish Kennel Club show in Malmo in March 1971 to
show my Afghan “Shira” (Ch El Khyrias Ala Zakene, born
1965) and saw the famous English dog Ch Fleeting Flamboyant make his debut in Sweden. Later that same year
“Smokey” (Ch Bohem Flambingo, bred by Bo Bengtson)
came to me as a puppy, and my happiness was complete.
Since then I have had at least a couple of Whippets at any
time, and next year I am celebrating my 40 years with
Whippets.

Magnus in 1974 with Ch Bohem Lekain (Ch Fleeting Flamboyant x Ch Laguna Lucilla) owned by Ingela Kyrklund
(Colt’s) and Ch Bohem Flambingo (Ch Fleeting Flamboyant x Ch Owelyns Crystal).
It is as the every-day Whippet-owner that I find that my
dogs are their best. I love the beautiful aspects of a Whippet, the curves and lines; temperament changing quickly
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from 100% relaxed to 100% action, ready for play and all
sorts of activities. Even though I have been active in different contexts, both as breeder and owner, and have
bred successful dogs for show, dogs with records in
straight and oval racing, and participated in other endeavors, it is the every-day time with the dogs that I appreciate most. All dogs are, or should be, every-day dogs, regardless of what they do on weekends or in any competition. Trials, tests, and other activities are actually only a
bonus…
There seems to be an activity and merit rush among many
of those active in the breed that has become ever more
obvious during the last few years. The Whippet is described as versatile, and I myself have always used “a
Whippet for every reason” as a subtitle of our kennel
name in advertising. But I am now wondering if this versatility hasn’t affected the breed negatively. I know of prospective breed-interested people who changed their minds
and chose another breed instead, as they thought that
one has to constantly participate in training or competition
to be a worthy Whippet owner. It isn’t like that of course.
One does not have to be active and compete in any or all
activities to give a Whippet a meaningful life. A completely
normal life together with the family is enough, as long as
the Whippet gets exercise, freedom, and an outlet for the
joy to run free. To relax in the corner of the sofa is also
the good life for a Whippet.
I love the Whippets' ability to make the most of life, and
the social competence of the dogs that makes them function so well with dogs of other breeds (over the years we
have had Afghan hounds and Chihuahuas). One of my
proudest moments as a breeder was when “Tintin” (Ch
Signum Maori, owned by Ase Dahlgren) worked as an appreciated service dog in an Alzheimer clinic in Uppsala. I
visited the clinic and saw how easily Tintin interpreted the
mood and the needs of the patients. How he snuggled in
bed of an anxious woman, and how her hands relaxed by
his soft presence, but
also how he equally
naturally would avoid a
patient whos anxiety
changed to aggression.
It was very impressive
and touching to watch.

Relaxing: Ch Signum Tintarella di Luna (Ch Almansor’s
Ironman x Ch Signum Ana Luna), TinTin, born 2001.
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“If it hadn’t been for the dogs, I would have probably
given up on dogs long ago.” This is what I wrote in an
article in the long gone dog magazine Hunden. And that’s
how it is. To make a contribution to a dog breed in general requires involvement, time, and competence, as well
as working in an atmosphere which is generous, creative,
and developing. It is not always easy, but the goal has to
be of benefit to the breed, and then it is all about the
dogs. The people are also very important, and I have
through the years met many Whippet friends, who in
many different ways have influenced my life with Whippets.
As a teenager I corresponded with old established breeders (in Sweden) such as Mary Ansell (Seeberga) and
Marta Zetterstrom (Bojar). That was long before today’s
social media; no internet, no email, no cell phones. But
more letters were written. Mary and Marta answered my
questions patiently, sent pictures, and explained different
important things about Whippets. I soaked up all information and wanted always to know more and more. At
the same time, I learned to respect knowledge and experience, and that no one is ever done with learning.
Instead of going to language school in England, I convinced my parents that it was much better (and more
effective in terms of language) to spend two months in a
Whippet kennel. That is how I came to spend a long and
wonderful summer vacation in early 70s in Mrs. McKay’s
important kennel Laguna. When school started that autumn my English teacher wondered what I had done that
summer… my problem with the language was gone. And
I got to know lines of famous old Whippets, not the least
“Kim” (Ch Laguna Ligonier), but also many other great
and nowadays legendary dogs (worthy of a separate article).
I am still surprised that the English breeders accepted me
with open arms: A Swedish teenager with a burning interest in Whippets! I hitchhiked (I never told my parents), went by taxi, biked, and took the local bus around
the English countryside to visit one kennel after another,
different visits and contacts that have affected my views
of the breed. I still think it is exciting with Whippets in
the country of origin, and that in England there is a
breadth in the breed that is different compared to other
countries, even though there are many competitive
Whippets in different parts of the world.
It has always been important to me to be active in the
breed, and I have through the years been engaged in
different clubs and association. I have now taken a break
from all committee engagements to be with my own
dogs – and perhaps raise one or more litters of both
Whippet and Chihuahua, which we also own and breed
since almost 10 years.
I was one of the founders of the Swedish Whippet Club

(SW) 1976. The formation of the club has meant a lot to
the development of the breed in Sweden. The club has
been active and played an important role in the International Whippet world.
I am not going to write much about our own breeding and
the small Whippet family of Signum. I have done that in
other contexts. I just want to mention that there are two
different chapters in the family since the start in 1971. I
waited many years before I took the big and serious step
to become a breeder. I was lucky to obtain two wonderful
bitches from Siv Ogrens kennel Bokella: Ch Bokellas San
Cox Orange “Sofia” and Ch Bokellas Marily Monroe “Sigrid”.
Both won a lot at shows and were successful at Whippet
straight and oval racing.

The American Whippet Club (AWC) Eastern specialty in
1986 was my first International assignment, and from a
huge entry of many, many beautiful Whippets my SBIS/
BOB was the handsome ”stallion extraordinaire” Ch
Delacreme De La Renta (Ch Saxon Shore Amber Waves x
Ch Runner's Creme de la Creme). He was shown by his
breeder/owner Mary Dukes. This was before Oscar became
a legendary sire in Whippets, and later of course we also
got our own Oscar-daughter in Ch Merci Isle Whisper To A
Purr (x Ch Merci Isle Hot Flowers), Kittre from Iva Kimmelman, to start a whole new chapter for our Signum Whippets! This win-picture is very important to me, and one of
my very favourites!
Early 90s started a new chapter for Signum, when Ch Merci
Isle Whisper to A Purr “Kittre” came from the USA, bred by
Iva Kimmelman, one of my most important mentors and
best friends in the breed. Kittre had her first litter in Norway with Nenne Runsten and Airescot. We now have the
7th generation of our own dogs from Kittre: Ch Signum
Ninfa’s puppies sired by Merci Isle Second Dawn. Even
though our breeding is small (14 litters so far) we hope for
more litters during years to come. There is nothing like
planning for new puppies and following the next generation

from puppy to adult. Things don’t always develop as
planned, but sometimes things get even better.
Finally, who would have thought in the early 1970s that I
would in 2011 be judging Whippets at Crufts! I had to sit
down when the large envelope with the invitation arrived.
I feel very humbled by the assignment. I would never
have ended up there in the middle of the ring had it not
been for all the wonderful Whippets I have met through
the years and their equally engaged and inspired owners
and breeders.
Most of all I want to thank my own dogs through the
years: Smokey, Andy, Twinkle, Sofia, Sigrid, Molly, Pippi,
Sailor, Kiwi, Seska, Igor, Kittre, Jeff, Ana, Laura, Luna,
Vanessa, Buffa, TinTin, Ella, Tosca, Ninfa… without them
and all the rest, my life would have been so much
poorer.

The Swedish Kennel Club celebrated its Centenary year in
1989. Here is Magnus together with 11 owned and/or
bred Whippets at the Centenary show in Stockholm that
same year. From the left: Ch Signum Atterbom, Signum
Sophie’s Choice, Bokellas Simone Signoret, Ch Signum
Balanchine, Ch Bokellas San Cox Orange, Ch So Proudly
We Hail du Sac à Malices, Signum Stravinskij, Signum
Micmac, Ch Signum Maori, Ch Bokellas Marilyn Monroe
and Signum Maya.
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WRAP Report: Mona's New Home
By Brigitte Greenberg

Mona had lived in the same home her whole life and was a welladjusted 9-year-old when her owner reached out to Whippet Rescue and Placement (WRAP) for help. The owner, a member of the
faculty at New York University, had to make a heartrending choice.
Her autistic daughter had been given the opportunity to go to college at NYU, but the daughter wasn't permitted to live in a dormitory by herself. However, if she and her mother were to live in
faculty housing, she could attend. Faculty housing doesn't permit
pets.
WRAP volunteer Lisa Zeidner agreed to help and quickly realized
that Alison McCormick and her husband, Christopher Buzby, of
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania, were the perfect second home for
Mona. The couple already had an older Whippet and he was in
need of a companion.
McCormick said she and her husband had been scanning the
WRAP website regularly, but the perfect Whippet always seemed
too far away, until Mona. From the moment that Odie, who turns
14 this month, met Mona, it was love. Here is a note that McCormick wrote to Zeidner shortly after the adoption in July:
Hi Lisa,
Well, after 24 hours we are thrilled to report that things are
going really well with Mona in our lives and household! Mona is still
kind of mellow (to be expected with all the change), but is giving
us all 'kisses' and has started to 'try out' different rooms in our
home; last night it was the LR, DR and finished basement; today
she took a nap in the den, but eventually made her way to the
sunroom when she found a sunbeam to lie in (see pix attached).
Odie has taken to Mona too, and when she found a good spot in
the sunroom he ventured out to say "hi" and gave her a sniff and a
kiss (also attached). She's also eating her meals and sitting for
treats after walks - such a good girl!
We feel so blessed to be Mona's new parents and are (and will
continue) doing everything we can to make her life happy, healthy
and fun. We head to the beach tomorrow afternoon when she'll get
to see her other home and fenced in yard....we're not sure who's
more excited, us or her! ;-)We will stay in touch, as the days and
weeks progress, and will send you updates.
Please let [her former owner] know, if it's appropriate, that she
is doing just fine....we would like to correspond with her at a later
date when she's moved forward with the other parts of her life and
is ready to connect with us. We understand how absolutely hard
this is for her and her daughter, but we promise to give Mona the
absolute best life we can. So far she's off to a great start, with 4
walks around the neighborhood today and a good night sleep on
her green comforter with her slipper as a bolster for her head. Totally adorable! All of our neighbors and friends who have met her
also absolutely love her, and they all tell us what a great family of
4 we now make! ;-)
Thanks again for everything - you were integral in making all
this happen, and for that we're forever grateful.
All the best,
Chris, Alison, Odie & Mona
Months later, McCormick says that Odie and Mona are the best
of friends. “They are an old married couple. He is a typical old man
and she is the girlie,” McCormick said. “It's just been great. They
even eat beside right beside each other. And we have caught him
kissing him her.”
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For information on how you or someone you know can
adopt a Whippet in the Rescue program, please visit the
WRAP website at www.whippet-rescue.com, where you will
find a list of Whippets who need homes. If you cannot
adopt, please consider making a donation to WRAP. Donations may be mailed to
WRAP Treasurer Jean Schroeder at 17502 S. 750 W. Wanatah, IN 46390.
Adoptions for September and October: Frances & Robert
Johnson of TX adopted Snoopy; Dennis & Nancy Snook of
PA adopted Noodle; Steven Dumont of MI adopted Devo;
Nancy & Deane Miller of MI adopted Hannah; Cort Roop of
NY adopted Jack; Vanessa Chambers & Coleman Thompson
of SC adopted Chaos; Michael & Julie Strong of MS adopted
Ziggy; Brian & Amy Shearer of OR adopted Arnie and Hannah; Jean Bartlett of NC adopted Ruby; Barry & Holly Draycott of NJ adopted Gracie; Diane Rihner of TX adopted Gracie; Joseph & Elizabeth Cygan of TX adopted Lilly; Kenneth
Pletter of NY adopted Palo now Shelby; Erin David of TN
adopted Mouse; Joseph Crawford of SC adopted Cricket;
James Hammons of NM adopted Pantera; Mark & Angelina
Trebitowski of AZ adopted Porshe; Jean & George Allaria of
CA adopted Zed.
Thank you to the following people for making donations:
Alison Fiamengo $200 from Alison and Abby Whippet in
memory of Sky; Cara Brockhoff and Northcoast Greyhound $250 to help with Sissy's care; $70 collected by
Nancy Billups using rescue vests at a local show; Susan and
Michael Thomas $200 to help with Arnie and Hannah; Courtnay Handley $50; William and Kathleen Nauer $25 in memory of Eli loved by Nancy and Bruce McFarland; Hayden and
Joni Sohm to help with Rocky and Devo; William and Martha
Reed $500 to help with Ruby.

SBIS GCh. Counterpoint Painted by Bohem
(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Can. Ch. Counterpoint Winning Colors)

Viggo

No. 1 Whippet Male & top 5 overall*
Shown eight times in September and October, Viggo won seven BOBs, three Group 1sts,
Hound Show BIS, one Group 2nd and one Group 3rd. He then cut his leg and had to miss
a few shows while being stitched up but will be back as soon as possible.
*AKC Breed statistics through Nov. 2, 2010

Scott Mazer • scott.mazer@gmail.com
Bo Bengtson
B r e e d e r S : John Ross & Trudy Taphorn
H a n d l e r : Paul Lepiane
Ow n e r :

C O - Ow n e r :

From deep in the heart of Texas...

Ch. Snow Hill Beatrix Soul Delight, JC
(Ch. Crossing The Rubicon De Sud, SC x Ch. Snow Hill Mind, Body & Soul, JC, ROM)

In Trixie’s young career, she has multiple Best of Breed and Group placements, including
winning the Puppy Sweepstakes at the inaugural specialty of the Alamo Area Whippet
Club (AAWC).
Thank you to Suzy Hughes for entrusting me with this graceful and enchanting young girl.

...to a fabulous Southwest sizzle!
Thank you to Judges Linda
Zaworski and F.M. (“Butch”)
Macdonald for back-to-back
BOB wins.
Mesilla Valley Kennel Club, Chile Bowl Cluster,
Alamogordo, NM
October 8th and 9th, 2010

And thank you to Judge
Murrel Purkhiser (opposite
page) for a wonderful
Group win.
Heart of the Plains Kennel Club, Lubbock, TX
September 24, 2010

Handled & Presented by Gerry L. Thornton
Owner: William Dvorak
Breeder/Co-Owner: Susanne Hughes, DVM | Snow Hill Whippets

AWC Membership Dues Notice
November 1, 2010
Dear AWC Member,
It’s time to renew your membership in the American Whippet Club. Please note this is the only notice you
will receive. In an effort to save funds we are including your dues notice with this newsletter.
The annual dues for 2011 are $30.00 per person or $45.00 per two-person household; either option includes a
subscription to the Whippet News and Annual. The dues for the mailed paper version of the newsletter will be
an additional charge, $40.00 per person or $55.00 per two-person household.
Membership Pins are a must have for every member and are available for an additional $7.00.
AWC is also offering the purchase of The Whippet, the second edition by Bo Bengtson, a comprehensive book
covering all aspects of the Whippet worldwide, a must read for every Whippet lover. It makes a great holiday
gift! The cost is $35 plus shipping ($6 U.S., $20 international). A limited number of copies are available.
Please consider making a donation to the Independent Whippet Organizations to support their
important work. Donations should be sent directly to the following addresses:
Whippet Health Foundation
Susan Bolduc, Treasurer
PO Box 598
Otis, MA 01253-0598

Whippet Rescue
Jean Schroeder, Treasurer
17502 S 750 W
Wanatah, IN 46390

Please Note
IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE IN THE 2011 ELECTION
YOUR DUES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE TREASURER BY JANUARY 1, 2011
As stated in the AWC Constitution, membership will be considered lapsed and automatically terminated if dues
remain unpaid as of April 1, 2011.
If there have been any changes to your name, address, telephone number or email address since the last
AWC roster appeared, please enclose a note indicating the updated information. Membership rosters are
published in the back of the Annual and on the website at www.americanwhippetclub.net
We must have your current email address for you to receive monthly notices when the newsletter is
uploaded to the website. The On-line newsletter is posted to the AWC website in pdf format.
Dues maybe paid on-line at www.americanwhippetclub.net using PayPal or sent to:
David Samuelson, AWC Treasurer, 9468 Tyne Lane Inver Grove Heights, MN 55077
Telephone 651-454-4174 Email samuelsond@aol.com
AMERICAN WHIPPET CLUB
2011 Dues – On-line Newsletter $30.00 individual, $45.00 two-person household
2011 Dues -- US Mailed Newsletter $40.00 individual, $55.00 two-person household
Membership Pin - $7.00
The Whippet by Bo Bengtson - $35.00 + shipping
(Shipping cost $6 US, $20 International)

________________
________________
________________
________________

TOTAL

________________
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THE “DILUTE” EXPERIENCE
In the past I never thought twice about dilutes. In the
1960s when I started breeding, and in Europe where I lived then,
there were no color/pigment restrictions at all. In any case my eye
was drawn to bright mahogany-colored brindles with white markings
from the start — they were in the minority then, hard as that is to
believe today. There were dilutes at the shows and in friends’
houses; I may even have bred one or two (I bet nobody knew I
even bred a couple of solid blues!), but I never thought much about
it: they were OK, they won if they were good, it was not what I
personally wanted, but it was certainly nothing I worried about.
The fact that Whippets could be of ANY color or combination of colors was always one of the things about them that appealed to me then, and it still does.
Moving to the US in 1980 didn’t really make much difference, as I already liked so many of the top American lines, color
included. The fixation on heads, eyes, ears and color seemed a little
ridiculous, as I had been brought up to believe Whippets are primarily a functional hunting type dog where legs, feet, topline and overall proportions matter most — the rest is just “decorations,” which
you are happy to get if you can but certainly don’t fuss much about.
Of course, after a couple of decades of looking at pretty heads I’m
just about completely Americanized in that respect, but I try to
maintain a sense of proportion, and I think most serious Whippet
breeders and judges do, too.
So when a pretty little “dilute” bitch almost literally fell into
my lap last year my only real concern was, ‘Could I get used to
looking at her at home?’ She’s a delicate shade of apricot fawn over
white, actually a particolor if you look carefully, but the general impression is sort of cream-colored. The eyes are brown, neither yellow nor black, and the nose and lips chocolate-colored. Even after
nearly half a century of having only black-pigmented dogs it took
me no time at all to get used to the lighter hues of this bitch — now
I don’t really see it at all, unless someone mentions it.
INTERESTING REACTIONS
People’s reactions were interesting. A couple of serious
breeders said things like, “Great — we need you to go on a crusade
for dilutes!” Well, I was not going on any crusade, I was just looking
forward to showing this little bitch and curious to see how she
would do. Most of the all-rounders had no problem with her color at
all — one judge went so far as to ooh and aah over the color: “Did
you go into your mama’s make-up box, baby? It looks delicious, like
chocolate…” (We won!) She finished at 18 months with BOB and
BOS from the classes over a whole bunch of specials, including
some of the top ranked Whippets in the country.
What’s been most interesting to me is the response from
breeder-judges, who almost without exception told me how wonderful this bitch is… and then gave her an Award of Merit: before she
was two she won NINE of them, which may be a record of some
kind. At the few all-breed shows we’ve been to since finishing she’s
almost always gotten BOB and done very well in the Group… while
the specialty weekends almost invariably result in “close, but no
cigar.”
It’s hard to say how much the results are due to the color
(or lack of it), of course, but since I’m a judge myself I wonder if I
would in all honesty be able to put up a dilute, however beautiful, in
a big entry where there were others nearly as good with darker
pigmentation. You open yourself immediately to direct criticism if
you do so, as regardless of what the breed standard says a lot of
people obviously really hate dilutes. (I got one message after
Lompoc last year from someone who wanted me to know it was
NOT she who had said my dog ought to be disqualified for being a
dilute…)
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WHAT THE STANDARD SAYS
So what does the AKC breed standard say about
color, eye color and pigmentation? Here are the exact
quotes concerning these characteristics:
“COLOR. Color immaterial.”
“Eyes to be dark brown to nearly black in color. Eye
color can vary with coat color, but regardless of coat color
dark eyes are always preferred. Light eyes are undesirable
and yellow eyes are to be strictly penalized. Blue eye(s) or
any portion of blue in the eye(s), as well as both eyes not
being of the same color shall disqualify. Fully pigmented eye
rims are desirable.”
“Nose leather to be entirely and uniformly pigmented. Color to be black, dark blue or dark brown, both so
dark so as to appear nearly black.”
Among the disqualifications are the following: “Blue
eye(s), any portion of blue in the eye(s), eyes not of the
same color.”
So, as far as eye color is concerned, dark is
“preferred”, light “undesirable,” yellow “strictly penalized”
and blue disqualifying. That’s pretty clear. The nose is “to
be” so dark “as to appear nearly black” — and I guess “to
be” actually means “should be”? (Or does it mean
“preferably,” or “must be,” or what? There are subtle differences.)
23 FEATURES TO BE “STRICTLY PENALIZED”
What’s interesting to me is that there is a total of
23 (yes, twenty-three!) characteristics that according to our
AKC breed standard should be MORE heavily penalized than
either “light eyes” or lighter than black pigmentation. If you
don’t believe me, get out your breed standard and count for
yourself. Remember, a dark eye is only “preferred” and a
light eye/nose should not even be “strictly penalized” —
whereas, for instance, the following features SHOULD all be
either “severely”” or “strictly” penalized:
short upper arm, steep shoulder, heavily muscled
shoulder, loaded shoulder, tied-in elbows, legs lacking substance, legs set far under the body so as to create an exaggerated forechest, weak pasterns, upright pasterns, sickle
hocks, cow hocks, lack of front reach, lack of rear drive,
hackney gait with high wrist action, crossing in front, moving too close
I’m sure we all agree that these are ugly faults, yet
most people don’t make nearly as much of a fuss over them
as over lighter pigmentation. The reason, I guess, is that
while anyone at ringside, however lacking in experience, can
recognize a light eye or a lighter pigmentation, it takes more
of an expert to recognize shoulder and upper arm angulation, whether a dog is moving too close, etc.
THE LARGER AND ROUNDER THE BETTER?
For the record, I still like dark eyes best if I can get
them, as I always did and as the AKC standard describes. It
helps if they are large, but the larger and rounder the better
is NOT good. Some of the Whippet faces that a lot of people
go crazy over look to me more like they belonged on a
Pekingese or on some little bug-eyed Walt Disney creature
than on a hunting hound…
Anyway, it’s been an interesting experience to
show a dilute after all these years. I’ve learned a lot, I appreciate all the comments I’ve received and would like to
hear what others’ opinions may be.
BO BENGTSON

Ch. Bohem Jubilee What Dreams May Come, JC
(Nord. Ch. Wolf Tone Viking x Ch. Bohem Some Like It Hot, JC)

“Eyes on the prize?”
Judge Mrs. Jane Rappolo keeps her eyes on the winner,
while Brenda and Cindi are looking for distant wins…
Winston won his second 4-pt. major & BOW at Salina KC,
owner-handled by Brenda. Winston just needs two points
to finish his AKC championship and will then continue
lure coursing. He is also planning a future career in
obedience and agility, with titles at both ends, like the
well-balanced Whippet he is!
Good luck to Winston’s brother Bohem Jubilee
Dreamweaver, JC (owned by Julie Negri), who is also
major pointed and doing well in the field. These are the
only two boys from the A.I. litter by Viking out of Satine.

W

inston
Brenda Wendt, Indianola, IA
CO- OW n er: Cindi Gredys
Br eeDer s: Cindi Gredys & Bo Bengtson
OW n er:

P.S. Winston finished next time out, going WD, BOW & BOS
under judge Jerry M. Watson!

Responses to the article
THE “DILUTE” EXPERIENCE, by Bo Bengtson
Hi Bo,
I was very happy to read your article on dilutes, as I have been
disappointed in the past that the color of pigment can still be such an
issue in itself. I welcomed both a female (fawn brindle and white)
and her brother (solid blue brindle) into our Canadian household at
the same time almost 4 years ago; my first dogs, my first Whippets.
They have some beautiful Bohem blood in their pedigree.
I can only say that while the bitch finished her major titles faster (2
shows - Can. Ch. and Alt. Ch., plus various racing titles), his show
wins were more spectacular, including a Group 3 and Group 4 to finish from the classes. My first dilute and first show experience saw
him as Best Puppy in Specialty first time owner-handler shown, under
a prominent European judge. The second dilute experience in the
ring included a judge that both refused to touch and to watch my
male move in the ring. For someone just entering the world of shows
and Whippets, it was disheartening to say the least, and I can only
say that stubbornness and persistence paid off in the end. He now
has 10 titles at the age of 3: Can Ch, FCh, 4 racing and 4 agility titles, and 2009 top Canadian CWA conformation dog. I couldn't ask
for a better dog, so happy to show and perform, and I hope that
there is further discussion and acceptance of our blues.
I have the utmost respect for a judge that will at the very least
consider a dilute; whether or not they choose my dog is a completely
different matter - I am just happy to be given a serious chance by
these judges. It makes such a difference.
I am glad to read your sensitive article referring to dilutes - they
are just as beautiful to me.
Thank you,
Laura Baratta
Hi Bo,
My name is John Chapa from Chicago. My partner and I have had
Whippets for 25 years. I have heard dilutes mentioned for years but
no one seemed to be able to describe them. 6 years ago we got a
boy from Sue Vernon. He is a blue fawn and white GORGEOUS boy!
He is also a dilute. I asked Sue what exactly that meant and she tried
to explain it to me, it wasn't until tonight when I read your article in
the Whippet News that I finally understood. I am relieved to hear
that you encountered some of the same issues we did. He did better
under all breed judges rather than under breeder judges. He even
surprised some local breeders who didn't think he would place, let
alone finish ! I personally love any color Whippet ! He has the most
beautiful eyes I have ever seen. I am grateful to you for writing this
article and pointing out some more severe faults. I personally have
seen many dogs with exaggerated muscles.
My boy is CH. SUMMIT MOONSHADOW (CH. Poppy Hills Cast No
Shadow X CH. Summit No Regrets). I also have a bitch from Sue,
SUMMIT DIAMOND LIL (CH. Camelot's Nerves Of Steel X CH. Summit Some Days Are Diamonds) the pictures are attached. I am
thrilled that their lines go back to some of your dogs. I also have a
brother and sister that are LUKE kids (they are 13 1/2 years old).
Thank you for the article and for reading my email.
John Chapa
Bo,
I just read your article in the Whippet News. I find your assessment very interesting and I would like to give you a little input. Prior
to my Whippet life I started in dogs with Dobermans and at that time
the Isabella (fawn) & the Purple dogs (blues) were never shown. As
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a matter of fact I can remember that when the blues were able
to be shown there was one HUGE trophy offered by a prominent breeder to be awarded to the first blue to finish, then on
to the first fawn. I was mentored by an old-timer in the breed
and schooled that a dilute not only lacked the dark pigment but
the health was dilute as well. Stay away from them, I was
told! The dilutes at that time had quite a bit of skin health issues.
As we all know the Doberman has mega-health issues and I
do believe that their good health deteriorated progressively as
time marched on. It wasn’t unusual for Dobes when I started
(shh! the 60’s) to have a long life… nowadays anything past 8
or 9 years is considered old age and a miracle. My mentor had
several Dobes over 12 & 13 years – could it be that the dilute
belief he had was true? I only produced one blue puppy in my
years of breeding and it was very unhealthy and died before
maturity…. I don’t remember what the cause was and in those
years veterinary care was minimal. My blacks and reds lived to
a ripe age well into their teens.
Halfway through my Dobe life I married into a Brittany family
and was very successful carrying the torch in that breed. We
produced only the orange & white variety, very well marked in
a deep orange and sparkling white. Suddenly the breed began
to produce more and more liver and white and even a tri-color.
With my Dobe experience in color and my mentoring about
poor health being related to color, I suggested that we should
not intermix the colors. We never produced anything other
than the orange & white and never a roan.
Jumping ahead in time I will tell you that I had several judging assignments for sweepstakes in that breed. My most
memorable experience was when I had a ring full of orange &
white bitches in one of the older puppy classes with one liver &
white bitch. This bitch was spectacular – as near to perfect in
structure, movement and head conforming to the breed standard. I gave her the class after much torment in my
brain. Then of course all the winners were in for BISweeps… I
felt when I gave her the class that she would not go further —
but how wrong I was.
With all of the class winners in the ring this little bitch (liver
& white) stood out like a sore thumb, she was hands down the
best specimen. Oh gee, I was in agony and the exhibitors and
gallery that knew me were quiet at church mice – wondering
what I was going to do. After much deliberation I decided to
do the right thing and award that bitch Best in Sweeps. I felt
good about my choice, as she was the best in there.
After the awards, many of the other competitors and observers came and told me they knew how I felt about color and that
clearly that bitch was the best. They told me I did the right
thing and they knew how hard it was for me to do it. That was
a mega-lesson to me going forward in my dog life.
Now I have a question about your 23 faults…….you made no
mention of ears. Why?
Stay well,
Charlene Stone
AgStone Whippets

I did not list all the 23 faults which are more serious
than less than coal-black nose and eyes according to
the AKC Whippet standard, just those that I felt might
not be that well known. Almost everyone knows that
bad ears are a serious fault, and exhibits generally are
faulted for this whenever they appear. - B.B.

Tangens Triton X-100

Sire: BIF FC Tangens Riley Outback Runner MC CGC OTR
D
Dam:
Pl
Plumcreek
k HW A
Across The
Th Moon
M

With appreciation to Jennifer Goodman, owner of the sire, to Linda Larson, breeder of the dam,
and
d to jjudge
d Mrs. Robert
b D. Smith
ih

Eva Engvall
Tangenshounds.com

Start the New Year Right!
Greater San Diego Whippet Association
Unbenched Designated Specialty Show and Sweepstakes
within the Inland Empire Hound Club
of Southern California Show

Friday January 7, 2011
Empire Polo Grounds, Indio, California
MAJORS are anticipated on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
in conjunction with the Kennel Club of Palm Springs Shows

GSDWA Specialty Judge: Kathy Forbes, Urbanville, IA
(SKYLINE BEAGLES)

Sweepstakes Judge: Mary Dukes, Raleigh, NC
(DELACREME WHIPPETS)

Saturday Whippet Judge:
Mr. Robert L. Robinson, Phoenix, AZ
Sunday Whippet Judge:
Ms. Donna Francis
Superintendent: Jack Bradshaw Dog Shows
Show closing date:
Noon (PST) Wednesday, December 22, 2010
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2011 RV Parking Request Form
Cost: $125.00 for FULL Week - full week is considered Monday OR Tuesday arrival through Saturday OR Sunday
ARRIVING ______________________________________DEPARTING___________________________
OR
$25.00 per night for PARTIAL week - arriving or departing any days other than as listed above
ARRIVING_________________________________DEPARTING___________________________________
Name_______________________________________________________________________
*Responsible person for RV, dogs, & all conditions during week and clean conditions upon departure
Address_________________________________________________ City_____________ State________ Zip__________
Phone #______________________________Cell#__________________ Emergency Contact at National____________________
EM #____________________
Email _____________________________________________PLEASE print clearly
Will you have a room booked at HOST hotel?_________ IF so room # __________________(advise RV director upon check in)
IF no room is booked please provide RV director a friend's room # ____________________ Name_______________________
RV info
Make____________________________________Length___________________ Slides________________________
which side?______________________________________________________________________________
License #__________________________________________ State ___________________
Please make check payable in full to AWC
Mail to: Gail Boyd
8948 Hope Hill Lane
Apex, NC 27502
All belongings must be kept within your designated area. Neat and orderly conditions must be maintained at all times including
clean ex-pens. If wood chips are used in ex-pens a plastic lining must be used. Disposal of chips are the responsibility of the
designated RV owner.
Gail's contact info for any questions - ableaimkennels@aol.com

919-362-4427

date request recd'____________________ confirmed _________________
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2011 AWC National Specialty Catalog Advertising
The ads for the National Specialty catalog with be a finished size of 4.5” x 7.5”. The cost will be $60.00 per page
with one photo. Additional photos will be $10.00 per photo. All photos must be identified on the back – DO NOT use
ball point pen. Type or print all information clearly on a sheet of paper that you wish to have in your ad. Please use
high quality photos; these will be scanned before sending on to the Superintendent. Photos printed on plain paper
will not be accepted. NO ads will be accepted without payment in full.
Make all checks payable to the American Whippet Club.
Please include a stamped, self addressed envelope if you would like your photo returned.

Catalog Advertising
Name_______________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip_________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone/Email______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Breeders Directory

We will also offer a Breeder’s Directory that will appear in the catalog. The listing fee is $15.00. No photos or logos.
Kennel Name_________________________________________________________________________________
Owner’s Name________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip_________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone/Email______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please send ads, payment and any special instructions to:
Chris Durance-Watkins
AWC 2010 Catalog Advertising
1488 Crabapple Hollow Rd
Hull, GA 30646
Contact Information
Phone: (706) 208-5221
cherche1@bellsouth.net

DEADLINE FOR ADVERTISING IS February 11, 2011
ADS RECEIVED AFTER THIS DATE WILL BE RETURNED
The Whippet News  November 2010
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2009 AWC Whippet News ANNUAL
It’s time again already!! Another great Annual is coming! Don’t be left out. Don’t wait. Don’t be late!
ADVERTISE YOUR WHIPPET ARTS AND CRAFTS, LEASHES AND COATS !

RATES:

(Covers not available)

FULL PAGE AD - Black & White : ................................................................................................................. $ 150.00
FULL PAGE AD - COLOR : ............................................................................................................................... $ 400.00
HALF PAGE AD - (B&W) : ............................................................................................................................... $ 90.00
PEDIGREE SECTION PAGE:

This formatted section includes photo of dog, dog’s name, color, sex, height, call name, date whelped
and FOUR GENERATION PEDIGREE, owner’s name, address and phone, and breeder’s name. You may
also note if your dog has been checked clear for CERF, BAER and/or HEART anomalies. Be sure to
include all necessary information! And please SEND LEGIBLE PEDIGREES!! [ONE dog per page ] ....... $ 80.00

KENNEL LISTING:

Includes kennel name, your name, mailing address, phone number, email / web address.

If accompanying other advertising: ..................................................................................................... $ 10.00
Kennel Listing only: ..................................................................................................................................... $ 15.00

Please READ and help us by following these GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING ADS:
1.

TYPE your ad copy. If you cannot type it, then PRINT CLEARLY! (especially pedigrees!!!) Proof your copy carefully.
Try to keep your copy short. The best ads are the simplest.

2.

Send good quality photos. Send either black & white or good quality color photographs. Avoid pebble finish prints.
DO NOT SEND COLOR PHOTOCOPIES OR INKJET PRINTS!! Send the original photo or digital image instead. If you are sending
DIGITAL IMAGES for your ads, the resolution should be 300 dpi AT THEIR FINAL SIZE (the size they will be used in the ad).

3.

Do NOT cut your photos!! All you need say is “dog only” or “dog and handler only” or whatever. Or you can indicate special
cropping on a paper overlay if you prefer (remember Pedigree Section photos are all “dog only”). LABEL the back of each
photo with a gummed label, including your name and address and the dog’s name (do not write on the back with a pen or a
felt marker - it can show through on the front and ruin your photograph). If you are including several photos, number them
and put corresponding numbers on your layout page. All photos will be returned with your advertiser’s copy of the Annual.

4.

PLACEMENT - Individuals who wish to be placed together should clearly indicate BY ADVERTISER NAME (not kennel name, or
dog’s name) who they wish to be with, and in what order, when sending advertising or payment for ads. Every effort will be
made to accommodate these requests.

5.

All ads must be paid in U.S. funds by check or via PayPal (see link on AWC home page: www.americanwhippetclub.net, then
click “2009 Annual Advertising” along left menu bar).

We will gladly set up your ads for you at NO extra charge, but if you wish to submit CAMERA READY ARTWORK,
please follow technical requirements as specified on following page!
• • • All covers are reserved on a first come basis / contact me by phone or email for availability • • •
• • • • You do NOT have to be a member of the American Whippet Club to advertise in the AWC Whippet News Annual • • • •
CLUB PAGES - Regional Whippet clubs are invited to send a one-page report on their 2009 activities to be included in the
Annual at no charge. Send your page, TYPED or camera ready, and submitted by January 15, 2010. Don’t be left out!
You may also send an Independent Specialty results page and BOB photo.
As always, your CANDID PHOTO SUBMISSIONS are most welcome! (Everybody loves them!!)
PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON ALL PHOTOS (including candids & CDs), so that they may all be returned.

CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Whippet Annual
MAIL TO: Wendy Clark, 5088 Breckenhurst Drive, Hilliard, OH 43026 USA
E-mail: DUNBERRY@SBCGLOBAL.NET / Ph: 614.777.0124

FINAL ADVERTISING DEADLINE: JANUARY 15, 2010
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We will gladly set up your ads for you (there is no additional charge), but

IF YOU WISH TO SEND “CAMERA READY” ARTWORK - PLEASE READ!!
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l

YOUR PAYMENT still must be received by the advertising deadline of January 15, 2010.
With your payment, include your name, mailing address, and either a phone number or email contact for
questions.
ALL ARTWORK must be received BY THE END OF JANUARY, 2010.
SOFTWARE supported: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe PageMaker, Adobe Photoshop, Corel
Draw, Macromedia Freehand, and QuarkXpress.
Fonts must be TYPE 1 or OpenType fonts; send the fonts even if they are embedded.
PDF files: We will accept PDF files as camera ready art, but they must be saved as high resolution PDF’s
(“press quality”) with fonts embedded. If in color, they must also be saved as CMYK. We would prefer
that the native file that the ad was created in also be included, along with all support files and fonts, in
case the PDF isn’t correctly made or there is a problem with it. This will enable us to use the original files
to ensure correct output.
WNAnnual final trim size: 8.5” x 11”
MARGINS of .5” (1/2”) should be allowed on all sides of page for anything deemed important (text,
dog parts, etc). I would recommend allowing .75” (3/4”) on the bound edge for anything important.
BLEEDS should be +.125” (1/8”) on all sides (8.75” x 11.25”), however original margins requirements still
apply (see above)
Black and white ads must be submitted in GRAYSCALE, whether they are hard copy originals or digital
files.

l

Color ads must be submitted in CMYK.

l

Include a hard copy, jpg, or pdf PROOF of your ad, so we know what it’s supposed to look like.

l

l

l

LABEL ALL ELECTRONIC FILES with the advertiser’s NAME (not kennel name), the page number and
position; for example: “Smith p1L.pdf”, “Smith p2R.pdf” If a file contains more than one page, be sure
to specify whether the ads begin on a LEFT or RIGHT side page.
Sorry, but FILM is longer accepted. The printer has had too many problems with provided film. Please
submit files as specified, or let us do the set-up for you.
Pedigree Section pages cannot be submitted as camera ready.
Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have questions!
E-mail: dunberry@sbcglobal.net / Ph: 614.777.0124
CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Whippet Annual
MAIL TO: Wendy Clark, 5088 Breckenhurst Drive, Hilliard OH 43026
Or by PayPal - see link on AWC home page: www.americanwhippetclub.net
then click “2009 Annual Advertising” along left menu bar

FINAL ADVERTISING DEADLINE (to submit payment): JANUARY 15, 2010

FINAL DEADLINE TO SUBMIT CAMERA READY ART: JANUARY 31, 2010
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